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Abstract- Markov random processes and general random
processes are considered. It is shown that continuous-time,
continuous-valued, wide-sense stationary, Markov random pro-
cesses that have absolutely continuous second order distributions
are not bandlimited. It is also shown that when these processes are
strictly stationary and continuous almost surely, they cannot be
recovered without error from their quantized versions. Further,
it is shown that continuous-time, discrete-valued Markov random
processes, which are uniformly bounded and satisfy an additional
condition, can be recovered with zero average distortion from
an appropriate set of samples for a general distortion measure.
A similar result is shown for general continuous-time random
processes with r' h power distortion measure. Additionally, it is
shown that under a milder condition on the Markov processes
and a different condition on the sampling times (e.g., uniform
sampling), such processes cannot be recovered with zero average
distortion.
Finally, the notion of information-singularity is extended
to continuous-time random processes, and it is shown that
both continuous- and discrete-time Markov processes are not
information-singular.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper considers fundamental questions mostly with re-
gard to continuous-time Markov random processes that are ei-
ther continuous- or discrete-valued, and considers also general
continuous-time random processes. The results are concerned
with the bandlimitedness, recoverability after quantization or
from sets of samples, and information-singularity (or lack
thereof for most categories) of such processes.
The first result of this paper, Theorem 1, is that continuous-
time, continuous-valued, wide-sense stationary, Markov ran-
dom processes with absolutely continuous second order distri-
bution are not bandlimited. This result is important as it sheds
light on the connection between two seemingly unrelated prop-
erties of random processes, Markovity and bandlimitedness, by
showing that the former implies the latter.
The second result of this paper, Theorem 2, is motivated by
the fact that in real life sample functions of random processes
are not known with arbitrary precision. Instead, their values
'This work was supported by the Center for the Mathematics of Information
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are rounded via some kind of quantization that invariably
introduces distortion, which in turn might render error-free re-
covery impossible. Nonetheless, error-free recovery might still
be possible even in the presence of quantization. Specifically,
when a continuous-time random process is passed through a
quantizer, the quantized process can be used to deduce the
precise locations of quantization threshold crossings of the
original process. Some processes can be recovered without
error from their threshold crossings [1]. Slepian [2] showed
that such error-free recovery is not possible for an ergodic
Gauss-Markov process and a binary quantizer with a threshold
at the mean. Indeed, Theorem 2 shows that such error-free
recovery is not possible for Markov processes in general.
The results that are concerned with the recoverability of
random processes from sets of samples pertain to continuous-
time, discrete-valued Markov processes and to other general
random processes. Both positive and negative results are
provided. Two positive results, Theorems 3 and 5, show that
Markov processes that are uniformly bounded and satisfy
an additional condition can be recovered with zero average
distortion from an appropriate set of samples under a general
distortion measure. Theorems 4 and 6 show that for the same
conditions on the set of samples as in Theorems 3 and 5,
respectively, general continuous-time random processes (i.e.,
processes that are not necessarily Markov and are either
continuous- or discrete-valued) can be recovered with zero
average distortion in the special case of rth power distortion
measure. The negative result, Theorem 7, shows that under a
very mild condition on the Markov process, if there exists
a gap between the sampling times that occurs with linear
frequency (e.g., uniform sampling), then there exists a pos-
itive uniform lower bound to the distortion induced by any
reconstruction scheme. Indeed, this is ordinarily the case.
Finally, the notion of information-singularity [3], [4] is
extended to continuous-time random processes, and Theorem 9
shows that both continuous- and discrete-time Markov pro-
cesses that are either continuous- or discrete-valued are not
information-singular.
Some proofs are briefly sketched or omitted.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
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tion II introduces most of the notation and relevant back-
ground. Section III considers continuous-valued Markov pro-
cesses and shows that these are neither bandlimited nor can
be recovered after quantization. Section IV considers recover-
ability and non-recoverability from sets of samples of discrete-
valued Markov processes and of general random processes.
Section V shows that Markov processes are not information-
singular. Lastly, Section VI offers concluding remarks.
II. BACKGROUND AND NOTATION
We represent a continuous-time random process X as the
collection of real valued3 random variables {Xt (w), t C
(_00, oo), w C Q} defined on the probability space (Q, F, P).
Let Xt denote the random variable at time t, and let X(w)
denote the sample path corresponding to w.
The process X is said to be Markov if for any finite n > 1
and any tn < tn-I < ... < t, < s < t, Xt is conditionally
independent of Xt,, X. .. . , Xtn given X8. In other words,
the future is independent of the past given the present. This
Markov property is sometimes called unilateral or one-sided
Markov [5], [6].
We observe that if a Markov process has an absolutely
continuous second order distribution, i.e., a second order
probability density function (pdf), then it has an nth order
pdf for any finite n > 1.
A bilateral or two-sided Markov process is one where
for any finite m, n > 1 and any tn < ...< tl <
t < Ti < ... < Tm, Xt is conditionally independent
of Xt2,... IXtnI ,2,..,XTm given Xt1 and X,,. When
second order pdfs exist, then, as mentioned, finite dimensional
pdfs exist and it is easy to see using Bayes' Rule [5] that a
unilateral Markov process is also a bilateral Markov process.
If the Markov process is discrete-valued, then this follows
directly from [5] without further conditions.
We define a quantizer to be a (measurable) function Q
R 2Z. The quantizer Q induces a partition of R into cells
{Si} such that Q(x) = i when x C Si. Typically, these cells
are intervals. A reconstruction of the process X at time t is a
(measurable) function gt: A -) R, where A is some domain
(we consider various reconstructions with different domains).
Sometimes X denotes a reconstruction of X. The operator
in addition to denoting absolute value denotes also the number
of elements in a set or, if the set is an interval, it denotes its
length. If the set contains several intervals, then it denotes the
number of such intervals.
Next, we define two distortion measures. The first is
d(x,y) = p(lx-yl), where p: [0,0o) -) [0,oo) is a
nondecreasing (measurable) function for which p(a) > 0 for
a > 0. The second is d: R x R -) R, which is a nonnegative
(measurable) function such that if a = 3, then d(a, 13) = 0,
and if B C R is bounded, then there exists S < o0 such that
d(a, 13) < S for all a, 13 C B.
We conclude this section with a brief discussion of discrete-
valued Markov processes, which is relevant for Section IV and
can be found in [7, pp. 231-233].
3Most of the results in this paper extend to more general metric spaces.
Let S = {1,2,...,L}, 1 < L < oc be the state space
of a discrete-time, discrete-valued Markov chain Y. Let V =
{v,}IL 1 be a set of real numbers such that vi 7y vj if i 7y j.
The random process X is a continuous-time, discrete-valued,
Markov process if Xt C V for all t, where we say that Xt
is in state i when Xt vi, such that the amount of time
X spends in state i before transitioning to another state is
exponentially distributed with rate Ai. The state to which the
process transitions is determined according to the Markov
chain Y, which is called the underlying Markov chain. The
exponential parameters range from 0 to oo. If Ai = 0, we say
that state i is absorbing, namely, once X enters state i, it never
leaves it, i.e., if Xt = vi, then X, = vi for all s > t with
probability one. If Ai = oc, then state i is called instantaneous,
since once entered it is instantaneously left. If X is stationary,
Athen we let qi Pr(Xt = vi), which is ordinarily different
from the probability that Y is in state i.
The state space S of the Markov chain Y can be partitioned
into sets called communicating classes such that any two states
in the same communicating class have a positive probability to
transition from one to the other in a finite number of transitions
[7, pp. 167-174].
III. CONTINUOUS-VALUED MARKOV PROCESSES
The following theorem shows that continuous-valued
Markov processes are not bandlimited.
Theorem 1: A continuous-time, wide-sense stationary,
Markov random process with absolutely continuous second
order distribution and finite second moment is not bandlimited.
Proof: If a wide-sense stationary random process X has
finite second moment and is bandlimited, then the sampling
theorem [8] shows that there exists a sampling interval T > 0
such that given samples at times nT, n C Z, the process can be
reconstructed in the mean-square sense for any time. Namely,
for any time t
lim E(Xt -XN,t )2 = 0
N-*~oo
where XN,t is an appropriately chosen function of t and the
samples of X at times {-NT, .. ., NT}. To show that the
given Markov process, denoted by X, is not bandlimited we
consider the contrapositive. Namely, we show that for any
sampling interval T > 0 and any reconstruction procedure
there exists a time s for which mean-square convergence fails.
This implies that X is not bandlimited.
Let T > 0 be given. Set XN,t = E[Xt X-NT, XNT]
and observe that it is the best mean-square estimate of Xt
given the samples {X- NT, .. ., XNT}. SetS = T and obtain2
where the equality is due to the fact that X is a bilateral
Markov process since it has a second order pdf.
Finally, the right-hand side of (1) is positive since Xo, X8,
and XT have an absolutely continuous joint distribution, which
implies that Pr(X, = E(X IXo,X,)) < 1. D
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The next theorem shows that when the Markov process
above is stationary and continuous almost surely, it cannot
be reconstructed without error from its quantized version. We
comment that stationary and separable Gauss-Markov pro-
cesses are an example of processes that are continuous almost
surely (in fact they are almost surely sample path continuous)
and have absolutely continuous second order distribution.
Theorem 2: Let X be a continuous-time, stationary Markov
random process that is continuous almost surely and has
absolutely continuous second order distribution. Let Q be an
arbitrary quantizer that has a cell that contains an interval and
the interval occurs with positive probability. Let XQ denote
the quantized version of X, i.e., XQ,t = Q(Xt). There exists
E > 0 such any stationary reconstruction ofX from XQ incurs
distortion (with respect to d(., .)) greater than E. Specifically,
D(X, g(XQ)) liminf 2 T E[d(Xt,gt(XQ))] dt > E
where g is any stationary reconstruction of X from
{XQ,t}'t°°_o (i.e., g has as input the whole quantized process)
and gt(XQ) is its value at time t.
Proof Sketch: Let W = (a, b) be an interval that occurs with
positive probability and is contained by a quantization cell of
Q. It can be shown, using the facts that X has an absolutely
continuous distribution and is continuous almost surely, that
there exist T > 0 and a corresponding set GT C Q such that
P(GT) > 0 and Xt(w) C W for all 0 < t < T and all w CG.
Set s = T. There exist reconstructions of X at time
t, gt(XQ~,XO,X), gt({XQ}[t=o, Xo, XT), and gt (XO, XT)
that use {XQ,Xo,X}, {{XQ}tO,X,XT7}, and {XO, XT},
respectively, such that
D(X, g(XQ)) (a E[d(Xs,gs(XQ))]
(b)
> E[d(XSIgS(XQ, XoI XT))]
(c) E[d(XXgS({XQ,t}t= Xo, XT))]
(d)
> E[d(Xs, g8(XO, XT)) GT] P(GT)
where (a) follows from the stationarity of X and g, (b) is due
to g having a larger parameter input set, (c) derives from X
being a bilateral Markov process 4 since it has a second order
pdf, and (d) follows since {XQ,t}IT 0 is constant given GT.
Next, it can be shown that since the distortion function p
(which defines d(., )) is nondecreasing, there exists a bounded
distortion function p: [0, oc) - [0, M],M < oc that is
continuous and nondecreasing such that p(a) < p(a) for
oa C [0, oc) and p(o) > 0 for a > 0. Thus it suffices to
show that
inf E [P(OX, g,(Xo,XT) GT)]P(GT)
> inf E[p(x g8(Xo,XT) T)]P(GT) > 098
4Given Xo and XT, XI is independent of the uncountable collection{Xt}t<o,t>T* While typically such independence is stated relative to a
countable collection, it holds in the uncountable case too [9, pp. 393-395].
The second inequality is seen as follows. Since p is a non-
decreasing function, it can be shown that for any observed
values of XO and XT, the infimum can be taken over a
closed and bounded interval, i.e., over a compact set. Since
p is continuous and bounded, the expectation E£[p( X-
g, (Xo, XT) ) CG] is continuous, and therefore the infimum
is a minimum. Let g- be an estimator that attains the second
infimum in last equation. All that remains to show is that
E[p(I X-g (Xo, X7T)j ) IG] P(GC) > 0
which holds as similarly shown in the proof of Theorem 1. D
IV. RECOVERABILITY FROM SAMPLES
This section shows that discrete-valued Markov random
processes with distortion measure d(., ) and general random
processes with rth power distortion measure can be recovered
with zero average distortion from appropriate sets of samples.
It also shows that Markov processes cannot be recovered with
zero average under ordinary conditions on the set of samples.
Recalling the definitions of Ai and qi we have the following
theorem.
Theorem 3: Let X be a continuous-time, discrete-valued
(with 1 < L < oo states), stationary, separable, Markov
random process states that is uniformly bounded so that
d(Xt,, Xt2) < S for all tl, t2 and some S < o0. Let
M<oc be such that Ei lq <M.If{t}k= isa
set of sampling times for which tk+1 > tke, limk,, tk = o0,
limk,-, tk = -o0, and limk-+O(tk+l- tk) = 0, then
there exists a reconstruction X ofX from the samples at times
{tk=_I such that
D(X, X) A 1im E[d(Xt, Xt)] dt = 0 . (2)
Proof Sketch: The main idea is to choose Xt = Xt,
whenever t C [tk, tk+I), namely, "sample and hold", and show
that this choice results in zero average distortion. We first
bound the probability that Xt does not equal Xt. Specifically,
Alet k tk+- tk and consider t e [tk,tk+l). It can be
shown, using the fact that X is Markov and thus spends an
exponential amount of time in any state, that
L
Pr(X 7y4 Xt) < EqiAiEk <- MEk.
i=l
Recalling that d(Xt, Xt,) < S for all t1 and t2, it follows
that E[d(Xt,Xt)] < SMEk for t C [tk,,tk+±).
Next fix k, let n > 0 be such that T e (tk+n, tk+n+±l±, and
set k max{ k, Ek+I,. ..}. It can be shown that
T n
E[d(Xt, Xt)] dt < SM 7 £E2+i <- SM£k (T-tk + £1k).
t7<
~~~~~i=O
Similarly, fix m, let 1 > 0 be such that -T C [tMnl, tm1+0±),
A
and set Zm max{ m, m 1, ..}. It can be shown that
J E[d(Xt, Xt) Idt < SM m(T + tm + £m)
-T
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Finally, using the last two equations
1[tk
D(X,X) rlim lim limr E[d(Xt,Xt)]dtto oo TToo
+ E[d(Xt, Xt))] dt + j E[d(Xt, Xt)] dtl
< lim lim lim 1[S(tk -tm)
mookx Too 2T
+ SMk(T -tk + Ek) + SMZm(T + tm + in)]
SM hlim lim (£k + £m) = 0
2 m-0oo k-oo
Theorem 4: Let X be a continuous-time, wide-sense sta-
tionary random process that is uniformly continuous in rth
mean and has finite rth moment if 1 < r <o0 and finite
mean if 0 < r < 1. If {tk}< 0- is a set of sampling times for
which tk+1 > tk, imk,oo tk = 00, limk,- 00 tk =-00, and
1imk+oo(tk+1 -tk) = 0, then there exists a reconstruction
X of X from the samples at times {tk}/<=_, such that
A 1 ~TD(X,X) rlim EXt-Xt dt = .T--~o2T JT
Proof: We choose Xt = Xt, whenever t C [tk, tk+l), and
show that this choice results in zero average distortion.
Let E > 0 be given. Since X is continuous in rth mean there
exists T, such that for all T < T, EXt- Xt+,1r < E. This,
the choice of X, and the fact that limk,±c(tk+l-tk) = 0
imply that there exist K+ and K,- such that E xt-Xtl r <r
Afor all t > tK+ and t < tK-. Letting cr ElXtlr < oc and
using EIXt < Do ifO < r < 1, we obtain
D(X, X) = limr ElXt -Xt rdt
+ E|Xt -Xt|r dt + + ElXt -XtIr dt]T1 X ~ri+ EX~
< lirm J[(K - K )2rmax{(ElXtI)',u}
+ (KK + T)E + (T-K )£ =)
where the inequality follows since EIXt -Xtr < E( XtI +
IXt I)r and since (a + b)r < 2r (ar+ br) for a, b > 0, r > 1,
which is obtained using the convexity of xr for r > 1, and
from the fact that xr is concave for 0 < r < 1, in which case
E(JXtI + IXt )r < (ElXtI + ElXtI)r = 2r(ElXt )r. Since E
is arbitrary the result follows. D
The condition on the sampling times in Theorems 3 and
4 can be relaxed somewhat so as to still attain zero average
distortion. Specifically, as the next two theorems show, such
is the case when allowing bounded (above and below) gaps
between sampling times, whose frequency is sub-linear. Before
proceeding to the next theorems we define the lima,@ notation.
Definition 1: Let {ak}I_0 be a sequence of nonnegative
real numbers. Let O < oa< 1 < oo. Let IN { NI <
k < INI : ce < ak < 3}. Ifl1im1k ak = v and
EMN-- 00 0, then we say that lim 200 ak = v.
1im,l o ak is analogously defined.
Theorem 5: Let X be a random process as in Theorem 3
that satisfies the same conditions. If {tk},
-,_, is a set of
sampling times for which tk+1 > tk, limk, t,tk oo,
limk,-c tk = 0-o, and such that for some 0 < a < 1 < o0,
kim,2±00(tk+l- tk) = 0, then there exists a reconstruction
X of X from the samples at times {tk},
-,_, such that
D(X, X) = lim JT E[d(Xt, Xt)] dt = O
Theorem 6: Let X be a continuous-time, wide-sense sta-
tionary random process that is uniformly continuous in rth
mean and has finite rth moment if 1 < r < o0 and finite mean
if 0 < r < 1. If {tk}, is a set of sampling times for which
tk+1 > tke, limkoo tk No, limlkoo tk =-oo, and such
that for some 0 < a < 13 < o0, limc", =t) O,
then there exists a reconstruction X of X from the samples
at times {tk}l_oo such that
1 T
D(X, X) lim 2T EXt-FXt rdt = .
We conclude this section with a theorem that shows that if
the sampling times of a discrete-valued Markov process have
a gap d > 0 that occurs with linear frequency (e.g., uniform
sampling), then there exists a positive uniform lower bound to
the distortion induced by any reconstruction scheme.
Theorem 7: Let X be a continuous-time, discrete-valued,
stationary, separable, Markov random process whose under-
lying Markov chain has a communicating class, which has
at least two states and no absorbing or instantaneous states,
that occurs with positive probability. Let {tk}l' _- be such
that tk+1 > tk, limk-, tk = 00, and limk,-c tk =-00,
and let lk = (tk,tk+l). For d > 0 let IT = {lk: lkI >
6, tk+1 < T, tk > -T}. If there exists d > 0 such that
lim infTrO IT > 0, then there exits E > 0 such that any re-
construction ofX from the samples at times {tk}I _ incurs
distortion (with respect to d(., .)) greater than E. Specifically,
D(X, ({Xtk }ko=
-0))
T
A rnIn
-liminf]T E[d(Xt,9t(fXtk1k0=_00)] dt > E,
where g is any reconstruction of X from the samples at times
{tk}
-__o and gtQ() is its value at time t.
V. INFORMATION-SINGULARITY
Information-singularity was first introduced by Berger [3],
who coined discrete-time random processes that generate
information at a sub-linear rate as information-singular. More
precisely, a process is block (variable-length) information-
singular if there exists a sequence of block (variable-length)
codes C, = (m = 2n + 1, em, din), where em is an encoding
function and dm is a decoding function, such that when Cn
Ais applied to Xm- (X_ n,.. Xn), the rate (average rate)
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and average per-letter distortion converge to zero as n tends
to infinity. The expression for the convergence of the per-letter
distortion is given by
lim EZ =n(XkXk)
n--oo 2n + I 0
where Xm = dm(em(Xm)).
We extend information-singularity to continuous-time ran-
dom processes. Let {Xt} denote a continuous-time random
process, let m = 2n, let Cm be the range of possible values
for Xm A{Xt} n= , let {0,1}* be the set of all finite binary
strings, and let l(s) denote the length of s C {0, 1}.
Definition 2: {Xt} is block information-singular if for all
R > 0, there exist {em Cm - {1, 2,...,L2mRj}} and
{dm: {1, 2,..., L2mRi}I Cm} such that
E f nn(Xt- - )2 dt
n--oo 2n 0
where Xm = dm(em(Xm)).
Definition 3: {Xt} is variable-length information-singular
if for all R > 0, there exist {em: Cnm - 0,1}*} and {dm:
{O, 1}* - Cm} such that 1imm-o m1E[1(em(Xm))] < R
and (3) holds when Xm = dm(em(Xm)).
We say that a process is not information-singular if it is
neither block nor variable-length information-singular.
We note that Berger [3] introduced information-singularity
with respect to mean-squared error over the space R, and Ha-
jek [4] considered information-singularity in more generality
for an arbitrary complete separable metric space (B, d) with
metric d and with respect to distortion measure d' (a, b), where
a > 0 and a, b C B. To keep notation simple, we restrict
discussion to mean-squared error over R.
We quote below Theorem 2 from [4], which will be used
to show the main result of this section.
Theorem 8: [4] If X is stationary (discrete-time) random
process with a complete separable state space (B, d) and if
there exists b* C B such that, for all k, E[da(Xk, b*)] <
oc, which we refer to as the Integrability Condition, then the
following are equivalent:
a) X is block information-singular
b) X is variable-length information-singular
c) X has zero entropy rate
Theorem 9: If X is a stationary, measurable Markov ran-
dom process with finite second moment that is not constant
with probability one, then X is not information-singular.
Proof: If X is a discrete-time random process, then since it
is not constant with probability one, H(X) = H(X2 IX1) > 0,
where H(X) is the entropy rate of X and Xn is the value
of X at time n. Thus Theorem 8, which can be used since
EX2 <o0, implies that X is not information-singular.
Next, suppose X is a continuous-time random process.
Consider the discrete-time random process Y defined by
Yk {Xtk+l . Since X is measurable and has finite second
moment, its sample functions are square integrable over any
finite interval with probability one. Thus Y is a discrete-time
random process over the complete separable metric space L2
of functions over the interval [0,1]. Since X is Markov, so
is Y. Further, since X has finite second moment, Y satisfies
the integrability condition of Theorem 8, since E fk (Xt
0)2 dt = EX2 < oc. Therefore, the first part of the theorem
implies that Y is not information-singular.
Next, we show by contradiction that X is not information-
singular. Specifically, we assume that X is (block or variable-
length) information-singular and show that this implies that Y
is information-singular, thus arriving at a contradiction.
Let {em, dm}, m = 2n be a sequence of encoders and
decoders that satisfy any rate constraint such that
lim Ef n(Xt -Xt)2 dt
n-40oo 2n 0.
This implies that lim E (XtXt)2 dt 0. Letting thenc 2n+1
encoders and decoders for the discrete-time process Y be the
same as those for the continuous-time process X and denoting
Yk = {Xt}k+,1 it follows that
E k=_n(Yk Yk)2 Ef-n (Xt Xt)2dt
2n+ 1 2n+ 1
- 0 as n ) oC.
This implies that Y is information-singular as desired. D
VI. CONCLUSIONS
It was shown that continuous-time, continuous-valued
Markov random processes are not bandlimited and that they
cannot be recovered without error after quantization. It was
shown further that under certain conditions on the sets of
sampling times, continuous-time, discrete-valued Markov pro-
cesses can be recovered with zero average distortion with
respect to the general distortion measure d(., .). This was
also shown for general continuous-time random processes with
rth power distortion measure. Additionally, it was shown
that under more ordinary conditions on the set of sam-
pling times (e.g., uniform sampling) continuous-time, discrete-
valued Markov processes cannot be recovered with zero av-
erage distortion. Finally, information-singularity was extended
to continuous-time random processes and it was shown that
Markov processes are not information-singular.
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